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Learning Objectives

• Discuss known components of the Circadian system
• How it impacts various parts of the body
• Understand various inputs to the clock



Map for Today

Review sleep 
concepts

Identify 
circadian 

influences on 
health

Know Best 
Practice 

Circadian 
Interventions

Identify basic 
components of 

clocks

Understand 
circadian lingo Discuss 

connections 
between sleep 

systems

Learn new fun 
terms



In Nuclear Fusion this is the condition in a nuclear reactor when the fissionable material has enough mass that it can sustain a chain reaction by itself

Criticality (Mass Need for Optimized Function)
A state that optimizes thinking and processing (homeostatic end goal for networks in the brain) wake pushes the brain away from Criticality 



Circadian Rhythm allows for preparation and anticipation of when peak performance (optimized) will be needed and when it is safest to turn energy inward

Criticality (Sleep restores the computational power of the Brain)
A state that optimizes thinking and processing (homeostatic end goal for networks in the brain) wake pushes the brain away from Criticality 

Where is our energy focused?

Inside
Baseline State

Outside
Evolved State



All rhythms are named based on our relationship to light

Circadian
Latin Origin meaning Around the Day

Around

Circa

Day

Dies

the

ANTICIPATORY 
SYSTEM for 

COORDINATION of 
EVENTS to 

OPTIMIZE SLEEP 
AND WAKE



REM Sleep Periods are Ultradian and considered to be under Circadian Control

Rhythms of Life
Circannual means once/year (Migration or Hibernation)

AKA
Circalunar (q30days)

MORE FREQUENT

LESS FREQUENT

24HRS



The Cure for Phase Delay is called “Phase Advancement” into a Normal Phase of Sleep and requires very specific strategies

Chronotype
“Advanced Sleep” is the Early Bird or Morning Lark , “Delayed Sleep” is the Night Own

Delayed PhaseAdvanced Phase Normal Phase
10pm-6am

Light, Caffeine, 
Napping



Need 2wks of consistency with the Circadian Rhythm to help this sleep/wake system grow strong

Mechanisms of Sleep
Best Sleep is Created when Arousal is Very Low and Sleep Drives are Very High

SLEEP DRIVES

AROUSAL
BEST SLEEP

Homeostatic
Timing

Napping
Exercise
Caffeine

Circadian
Timing
Light

Needs 2wks

OSA/UARS
GERD/LPR

Sensory Input
Emotions

Meds
Substances

Excess time in Bed

KEY TO 
SUCCESS

Address all of these issues 
over a two week period or 
longer if having to change 

the phase of sleep

Avoid bright 
light the hour 

before bed and 
during the 

night

OSA is the 
Elephant in the 

room, if not 
treated behavioral 
interventions will 

fail

Control
s

NREM
3

Control
s

REM

KNOW
NREM3 

controlled by 
Homeostat 

REM controlled 
by Circadian 

Phase



1880 Edison began selling the light bulb and by 1892 he had over 3 million customers, 1930s New Deal brought us electrical power grids.

Electricity and Our World
We now exist in a world with dim days inside and brighter lights at night



“I have problems getting to sleep” or “I am too sleepy/fatigued in the day” or “I can’t concentrate” -fix the Jet Lag First

Social Jet Lag
Often ends up impairing both sleep drives

Bright Light at Night
Delays Rhythm

Work/School Limits Sleep
Delay Reinforced on Weekends

LEADS TO
Self Imposed Sleep Restriction

Use of Caffeine
Napping

Sleeping in
Lower Physical Activity Levels

Worse Diet



German Research Till Roennenberg 2006

Social Jet Lag and Substance Use
Different sleep times during the work week than the weekends associated with increased tobacco, caffeine, and alcohol consumption



Atonia of REM means, REM is where OSA is usually present

REM follows Circadian Timing
That means the night owl has a good chance to get misdiagnosed

This causes 
false negatives 
for OSA and 

false positives 
for Narcolepsy

SOREMPs on MSLTs 
are more predicted by 
usual timing of sleep 

than any other 
marker

This is why sleep studies have to have 20-25% REM to be “Adequate”



Careful attention to Light at Night, Avoidance of Caffeine, Napping, and Sleeping In, 3mg 4pm Melatonin

Phase Advancement the Treatment
Move Wake in 15min Increments, Light and Exercise Upon Waking (Stop when waking before the Alarm)

Delayed PhaseAdvanced Phase Normal Phase
10pm-6am

Don’t tell 
them to just 

wake up 
earlier

It will take 
time to 

“Lock In”

Two Weeks



The closer the bright light to the BTN the stronger the influence, which is why morning light is so very important to reset our clocks each day

Circadian Clock
Bright light on the morning side of Body Temp Nadir (BTN) Advances Sleep while on the other side it Delays Sleep

Phase 
Advance

Phase 
Delay

THE BTN follows 
timing of sleep so 
you can further 

phase delay 
someone who is 

phase delayed by 
having them wake 

too early

Wake determines bedtime, but 
bedtime should NOT determine 

wake



Low Amplitude allows for us to do what we need/want to do when we need/want to do it and High Amplitude allows for us in a safe and secure environment to thrive

Circadian Amplitude
Amplitude is power/push into both sleep and wake with the Circadian System

DANGER
FLEXIBILITY

SAFETY
SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

THRIVE

SURVIVE



SCN forwards the rhythmic signal via the Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis and the autonomic nervous system

Retino Hypothalamic Tract
External (Sun weakened by DST), Internal (Biologic weakened artificial light and indoor habitation), Social (moved us toward delay

ZEITGEBERS
Pronounced 

Zite ghee burrs

Light
Food Intake

Posture
Activity



Delayed Melatonin similar to pushing a swing while standing below it at its point of Equilibrium 

Alignment of Sleep Drives
Properly Timed Melatonin similar to pushing a swing at its location of Maximum Potential Energy 

Maximum Potential Energy

Eq
ui

lib
ri

um



OTC Melatonin is only hitting one of 10 or more neurotransmitters. Sedation is not the same as sleep.  Habits have to be right for success. 

Indoor Sunset Transitions
During Daylight Savings it needs to be an hour darker inside than out



DST in 1974 Reversed in months secondary to how long it stayed dark in the mornings in the winter and the dramatic increase in school bus stop fatalities

Daylight Savings
Lose an hour (24%Increase in MI) Gain an hour (21%Decrease in MI) -data from over 300million people

75% Favor Ending a Switch
DST makes it harder to go to sleep

Exacerbates Phase Delay
Worsens Social Jet Lag

DST Results in
Less Sleep

Increased MI, CVA, Afib
MVAs (Increase 22%)

More Suicides



AKA Low Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) can induce cell proliferation, enhance stem cell differentiation, and decrease inflammation

Photobiomodulation (PBM)
Form of Nonionizing Light Therapy used for a variety of Dermatologic reasons (Psoriasis, Dermatitis, Hair Regrowth, Wound Healing,  and Tissue Regeneration



Light is not our only Zeitgeber and Melatonin is not the only circadian coordinator

SCN
Receives from and Transmits to Variety of Sources



Wake Promoter, Increases Activity, Energy Expenditure, and Feeding (greatest activity in wake, silent in NREM, and burst activity in REM)

Orexin (aka Hypocretin) is a Wake Promoter
Telling Time by what you ate, light, and levels of arousal (flight for fight) located near SCN

INCREASED
BY

Regular Timing of sleep
Caffeine
Nicotine

CPAP Treatment
Cold Exposure

Exercise
Fasting

Weight Loss
Light

DECREASED
BY

OSA
Older Age
Being Male

Inflammation
Circadian Jet Lag

Glucose & Fructose
Cannabinoids

Obesity
Alcohol
Opiates



The Biochemistry of Body Clocks

Influence of Light on a Molecular Level
Neurotransmitters are working cell to cell, but inside the cell there is a whole other circadian biochemical process going on



Clock Makes Per and when enough Per accumulates it deactivates Clock (which helps us fall asleep) that causes Per to drop which allows expression of Clock to build back up Per

Feedback Loop of Clock Proteins
Cryptochrome and Period as “the Brakes” of the System and Clock and Bmal1 as “the Gas”

Brake Gas



Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) can have its phosphate bonds broken to fuel almost all other reactions

Aerobic Respiration
Requires Glucose, Enzymes, Cofactors, and Oxygen, and produces Energy, Carbon Dioxide, and Water

AKA Kreb’s Cycle

End Goal is Energy Production Which Fuels Everything Else



Critical for Cellular Metabolism, Circadian Disruption leads to decreased expression and arrhythmicity of NAMPT

NAMPT (converts NAM to NAD+)
Clock Controlled Nicotinamide Phosphoribosyltransferase is the rate limiting enzyme for the production of NAD+

NAD+
Energy Molecule

Used to make ATP
Electron Carrier

Cofactor for Enzymes
Involved in Repair

Fatty Acid Oxidation
Glycolysis

Krebs Cycle

Vitamin B3



Decreases with Age resulting in deregulated activity pattern and light entrainment

Sirtuin1
Longevity Gene, Increased by Fasting, Modulates Rhythmic Expression of Circadian Genes



This is only one example. 10-50% of the genes active in a cell are clock regulated

The Cellular Clock and Metabolism Connected
Clock Controls NAMPT which controls NAD+ which is needed for key Metabolic Pathways and Repair

Fasting Fed



Main regulator of Plasma LDL levels.  We seem to get too much of it when we are not sleeping well or in line with our natural rhythm, leading to higher LDL levels.

PCSK9
Clock Controlled and a Main Regulator of Lipid Profiles



Able to completely restore skeletal muscle NAMPT to levels observed in youth

12wks of Exercise increases NAMPT
In Skeletal Muscle of Both Young and Old, Irrespective of Exercise Modality



Helping us explain biochemically how exercise impacts the quality of sleep and thru that mental health

Skeletal BMAL1 appears to have greater control over NREM3 than Brain BMAL1
Connecting exercise to both the circadian and homeostatic sleep system



Target for DBS, Ketamine, Propofol, Bright Light Therapy…. Arrhythmic animals show an overall decrease in motivation

Habenula the “Anti Reward Center”
Clock Regulated conserved epithalamic structure regulating mood, anxiety, and pain



There are light controlled mechanisms that decrease thyroid hormone production

Clock Control of HPT Axis
Thyroid involved in Metabolism, Heat Production, Development and Differentiation of Cells and Growth



Technically optimizing anyone of these requires good sleep and good sleep habits. 

Other Clock Controlled Hormones
Does anyone know a hormone that is not Clock Controlled?

Melatonin
Vasopressin

Adrenocorticotropin
Acetylcholine

Cortisol
Insulin
Ghrelin

Adiponectin
Leptin

Growth Hormone



As Light Exposure in the Day goes down the risk of Mental Health Disease Rises

Light Exposure and Risk of Mental Health Disease
As Light Exposure at Night goes up so does risk of Mental Health Disease

DEPRESSION SELF HARM

ANXIETY PTSD

BIPOLAR PSYCHOSIS



Disturbed Sleep Predicts Next Day Suicidality and just about every mental health disorder has a sleep related link

Circadian Mental Health
We know poor sleep leads to viewing the world and our self more negatively, affects motivation, energy levels, concentration, and appetite.

Lithium a main 
treatment for the 
cyclic disease of 
Bipolar Disorder 

lengthens the clock 
period

Employment is 
associated with 

greater circadian 
stability and appears 
to work to decrease 

health risks

Probiotics have 
shown beneficial 

effects on 
performance, 

sleepiness, mood in 
the setting of 

circadian 
misalignment



Microbiotic composition can modulate vaccine efficacy

Diet, Microbes, Rhythm, Immunity, and Obesity
Microbiota can transfer metabolic dysfunction and health from one host to another



Sleep and the Gut
More Circadian Variability More Insulin Resistance, higher BMI

Carbs tend to worsen sleep and create fatigue, Worse Sleep leads to higher carb intake and more insulin resistance



If I were in charge of this paper I would have added OSA

Circadian Syndrome
Metabolic Syndrome has gotten a Rename

OSA



Study in Adolescents

Circadian Misalignment RF for Visceral Obesity
Morales-Ghinaglia and Fernandez-Mendoza et al



Less Screens was associated with better grades, better and more sleep, more physical activities and involvement in extracurriculars, less circadian 
disruption

Screen Time and Pediatric Circadian Health
Study of 1,000 kids age 6-14yo using wearable sleep monitors and completing sleep diaries

VARIABLE

GRADES
SLEEP EFFICIENCY

DREAM RECALL
NOCTURNAL AWAKENINGS

DAYTIME SLEEPINESS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
WEEKEND SLEEP VARIABILITY

CIRCADIAN DISTURBANCE
SCREEN FREE BEDROOM

PARENT INVOLVED AT BEDTIME

<1HR SCREEN TIME

A+ - A
90%
70%
0.5

20%
60min/day
5hrs/week

0.8hrs
5%

85%
90%

>3HRS SCREEN TIME

B
75%
30%
1.5

60%
30min/day
2hrs/week

1.5hrs
20%
30%
40%



Shiftwork changes our metabolic responses to meals and has been shown to increase diastolic blood pressure

Shiftwork
Overexpression of BMAL1 at the wrong circadian timing results in inhibition of mTOR pathways and reduces oligodendrocyte myelination

PMID: 38241675

Light at Night

Obesity
HTN
DM

Causes more insulin 
secretion to maintain 

glucose levels
Increased HR
More Cancer



Regulates Cell Growth, Proliferation, Motility, Survival, Protein Synthesis, Autophagy, and Transcription working thru Insulin Receptors and Insulin-like Growth Factor 1 it prevents 
Autophagy

mTOR (agent of aging)
Mechanistic Target of Rapamycin (senses nutrient, oxygen, and energy levels -acting as a central regulator of metabolism)



You need to run its pathways to adequately process sugar, those pathways appear to be impacted in a 
deleterious way when we are exposed to light at night or have circadian misalignment

mTOR controlled by the clock
Biochemically Connecting Circadian Amplitude to Mental Health



Found to reliably increase lifespan

Rapamycin (agent of youth)
Inhibits mTOR1 and induces Autophagy (both helpful to prevent aging)



It activates mTOR and prevents autophagy. 

Sugar
If great sleep and hormetic experiences are the heroes of longevity, sugar might be biggest villain around 



8am-6pm TRE increased TST by almost 1hr, reduced Leptin levels, promoted increased fat utilization 

Time Restricted Eating (TRE)
When we turn on certain biochemical pathways and for how long those pathways are working appear to be very important to our metabolic health

Eating window 8am-2pm

7a-3p TRE

weight loss
improved glucose levels
decreased caloric intake

reduced fatigue
increased energy levels
improved leptin/ghrelin

8a-6p TRE
in DM

weight loss
improved glucose levels
improved triglycerides

and LDL

LATE TRE

MAY WORSEN 
CARDIAC HEALTH 

AND INCREASE 
HUNGER



OSA often produces phasic sleep which leads to inconsistent timing of sleep, impacting the circadian system both thru flight or fight and inconsistency of timing

OSA Circadian Bidirectional Link
CLOCK, PER2, PER3, SIRT1 impacted by OSA thru miRNA-181 which then lead to metabolic changes that increase weight



Affecting the immune system in many ways chronic circadian dysregluation is thought to be a main pathway to development of both Dementia and Cancer

Circadian Influence on Inflammation/Immunity
Mortality caused by Lethal Bacteria varies according to time of the infection

Circadian Control of 
Trafficking of Immune Cells

Pathogen Recognition
Phagocytic Capacity

Secretion of 
Inflammatory Cytokines

Chemokines
and Complement Factors



Not thought to be as dangerous as processed meats or alcohol

Light and Cancer
Equivalent to Formaldehyde and Red Meat



“Disruption oof circadian rhythms plays a key role in tumorigenesis and facilitates the establishment of cancer hallmarks” Sulli et al 2019 Interplay between circadian clock and cancer”

Circadian Misalignment and Cancer
According to the World Health Organization Shiftwork is a Carcinogen



Never found outside the germline unless cancer is present

PASD1 (shuts off the clock)
Only in Stem Cells of Testes (only cells in your body that don’t have a circadian rhythm)



Which means timing of drug intake is something that needs to be considered with each therapy.

Circadian Pharmacotherapy (aka Chronotherapy)
Over 50% of Drugs have a rhythmic target or activity



Poor sleep may age the brain/body thru impaired oxidative stress defense and metabolic disruptions as well

Circadian Genes “strongly associated” with AD
Bace1 and Bace2 (amyloid beta), Presenilin 2 (helps breaks down Amyloid), etc



The article failed to mention the effect of sugar in this matter which like works thru failure to turn on certain important cleaning pathways, produces brain inflammation, and creates 
insulin resistance in cells of the brain

Exercise and Neurodegeneration 
Could Skeletal BMAL1 work to force deeper sleep which in turn allow better cleaning, repair, and degradation 



West Coast Professional Teams (during evening games) beat the point spread twice as often as East Coast Teams

Circadian Systems in Athletes 
Westward Travelers feel like they are playing at bedtime, Eastward Travelers like they are playing earlier in the day

FORBIDDEN ZONE



Avoid Caffeine, Use Standard Time and Informed Circadian Lighting, Limit Shift Work Exposure

Advice for the Future
Always Join the West Coast Team, Exercise, Set Wake, TRE, Phase Advance for PSG/MSLT, Limit Sugar, Indoor Sunset Transitions

Be Like Shohei Ohtani



Caris Talburt Fitzgerald, MD
fitzgeraldcaris@gmail.com

And sleep well



We function best in certain latitudes which are also the best temperature matches for us, but thanks to the design of the rhythm can function anywhere

Length of Daylight
Adaptation to Travel North/South Relies on Sleep History and Habits



Technically TRE out performed CR on every overall measurement but that was reported as nonsignificant (4lbs difference after 12 months without light, sleep, and beverage 
interventions)

New England Journal TRE vs CR
First Study ended at 8pm with unlimited Coke Zero outside of eating times.  Second ended at 4pm also with unlimited Coke Zero

Noncaloric Beverages Permitted Anytime

Would the data be more robust if other circadian 
variables were considered?



Potential Drug Targets to Boost Circadian Transcription. Nobiletin(potent clock amplitude enhancer with beneficial effects 
on metabolism and increased longevity in mice) is a ROR agonist (it is a natural compound found in citrus peels)

REV-ERBs(represses) and RORs(activates)
Controls expression of CLOCK and BMAL1 (majority of drug targets target REV-ERB/ROR and CK1and2)



CK1 inhibitor (Phase Delay Effect), CK2 inhibitor (Lengthens Circadian Period, inhibit growth of Human RCC, and Mouse Leukemia Cells)

Casin Kinases (CK1 and CK2 interact with PER)
Diverse Activities (Circadian Rhythms, DNA Repair, Apoptosis, Cell Differentiation)



Deficient mice have a higher sensitivity to light and faster re-entrainment to phase advances (possibly due to increased associations between VIP and AVP neurons

Teneurin 3 (Tenm3) 
Adhesion Molecule highly expressed in Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide (VIP) neurons located in the core region of the SCN

Jet Lag Resistance



EASTWARD TRAVEL
PRETRAVEL

Avoid Sleep Deprivation, Get Enough Sleep
2-3days prior shift bed and meal time early by 1-2hrs

DURING TRAVEL
Stay Hydrated

Avoid Alcohol and Caffeine
Maximize Rest/Sleep

20-30min Naps at Circadian Nadir
Exposure to Light at Mid AM (30-60min)

Avoid Light Mid Afternoon
Exercise in the Late Afternoon

Sleep on the Plane
Stay Awake until an Early Local Bedtime

WESTWARD TRAVEL
PRETRAVEL

Avoid Sleep Deprivation, Get Enough Sleep
2-3days prior shift bed and meal time later by 1-2hrs

DURING TRAVEL
Stay Hydrated

Avoid Alcohol and Caffeine
Maximize Rest/Sleep

20-30min Naps at Circadian Nadir
Exposure to Light Late Afternoon (30-60min)

Avoid Light late PM
Exercise in the Early Morning

Stay Awake on the Plane
Stay Awake until an Early Local Bedtime



2023 AASM Survey of 2000 Adults
Interesting Sleep Facts

47% use a fan
29% use blackout curtains

33% experience disrupted sleep
20% use noise machines

18% use apps
16% use ear plugs

39% take a bath or shower
34% consistent bedtime



Needed to maintain hemispheric Sleep

BMAL2 mutation and Hemispheric Sleep
Adaptive Changes in BMAL2 may allow up regulation of arousal genes and downregulation of sleep promoting genes
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